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1.- Introduction

The picture in the Thaler and Sunstein book cover which shows mummy elephant gently pushing her baby with her trunk, clearly exemplifies the idea at the heart of “nudge.” The term was used by the authors to characterize structural ways to help people to make better choices - as judged by themselves - without forcing certain outcomes upon anyone. These interventions find their roots in the influence which, since the '70s, cognitive psychology and behavioural economics have exercised on the study of human behaviour, questioning the rational actor paradigm.

In the view of the bounded rationality, willpower and self-interest people have been proven to possess, nudge strategies – and, widely, behaviourally-informed approaches to regulation (so-called behavioural insights) – are currently strongly informing and redefining regulatory strategies worldwide and, definitely, in the European Union (EU), by impacting several and multifaceted domains (from employment to consumer protection to environment), nutrition policy area included. An example is represented by “Nudge-it”, a EU inter-disciplinary project which, by engaging leading international experts in several fields (neurobiology of motivational behaviour, experimental psychology, functional brain imaging, behavioural economics and computational modelling), has been developing innovative tools both to better understand decision-making in food choice and to build predictive models to contribute to improving public health policy.

However, the issues concerning the overall legitimacy of these new “regulatory/non regulatory” instruments and the problem of how they are interacting, interfering with, and replacing more traditional legal rules as well as their correlation with the meaning of citizenship, call for deep and thoughtful reflection. Yet given the commitment of law to the concept of (moral) human agency, the European turn to regulation-by-nudging faces some regulatory (how behavioural-based modes of action operate) and epistemological (how behavioural-inspired tools have been designed) tensions in dealing with individual autonomy and human dignity (in the sense of self-respect). All these conflicts are familiar since they rehearse many of the long-standing tensions characterizing each use of science into regulation.

--

(5) http://www.nudge-it.eu/.
(6) The question about the (extra-)legal character of nudges, namely whether nudges represent a genuinely distinct mode of governance, with a corresponding distinct regulation, is discussed by P. Cserne, Is Nudging Really Extra-Legal?, in The Tocqueville Review, 37, 1, 2016, 159-18, which concludes that “nudges are not obviously and not always legal nor are they necessarily or typically extra-legal.” Conversely, K. Yeung, Are Designed-Based Regulatory Instruments Legitimate?, 2014, https://ssrn.com/abstract=2570280, considers nudges as regulatory instruments if we accept the definition of regulation as “a sustained and focused attempts intended to produce a broadly defined outcome or outcomes directed at a sphere of social activity according to defined standards or purposes that affect others in order to address a collective concern or problem.”
and policy-making over the past decades. In 2013, the UK Department of Public Health published guidance on front-of-pack (FoP) labelling recommending - in addition to the full mandatory nutrition declaration ex Article 30(1) and (3) of the EU Regulation on food information- the voluntary combination of food labels with the use of colour coding as an additional form of expression. Grounded on insights from behavioural studies, the voluntary FoP labelling scheme has been promoted as a potential tool to make healthier choices, by both balancing consumers' diets and controlling their energy intake, so as to have significant impacts on individuals' health and reduce the economic costs of ill-health.

Conversely, the problem concerning the empirical effectiveness of behavioural sciences led the European Parliament, in its recent (2015) Report on Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme (REFIT), to call on the Commission to review the scientific basis and the usefulness of Regulation on nutrition and health claims, suggesting eliminating the concept of nutrient profiles, today at the basis of traffic-light labels. This request clearly mirrors one of the prominent dilemmas arising from nudge actions, that is their scientific validity and overall legitimacy. The analysis proceeds as follows. Section II sets the scene by providing an overview to the core of behavioural sciences and the key characteristics of the behavioural interventions referred to as nudge. This brief introduction will allow sketching, in the following Section, the rise of behavioural sciences on the EU nutrition policy agenda, by investigating the main tools designed by public authorities to nudge individuals to “better” food-related choices. Section IV, then, reflects more specifically on both regulatory and epistemological questions nudge poses in the nutrition field: to what extent nudging as regulatory/non-regulatory strategy interferes with the concept and the meaning of individuals' agency? How far is it congruent with the idea to let people fully act as moral agents? And, by steering human beings in defined directions, how far is it consistent with the ideal of freedom of choice, and how does it face regulatory debates about individual autonomy?

The Section copes with this range of questions, firstly by framing and explaining nudge measures in the process of rethinking of EU governance and, secondly, by focusing on their correlation with the idea of human agency and the notion of citizen. This analysis will identify how the treatment of cognitive-based practices in the regulatory policy-making linked to the nutrition domain tends to overcome ambiguities and suppositions that require, instead, a profound and rigorous analysis able to acquire the form entails a degree of caution and respect for persons that the institutional practice of nudging is liable to overlook." Likewise, J. Waldron, It's All For Your Own Good, 2014, http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/10/09/cass-sunstein-its-all-your-own-good/, questions: “What becomes of the self-respect we invest in our own willed actions, flawed and misguided though they often are, when so many of our choices are manipulated to promote what someone else sees (perhaps rightly) as our best interest?” J. Waldron, It's All For Your Own Good, 2014, http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/10/09/cass-sunstein-its-all-your-own-good/, questions: “What becomes of the self-respect we invest in our own willed actions, flawed and misguided though they often are, when so many of our choices are manipulated to promote what someone else sees (perhaps rightly) as our best interest?”


best available knowledge, by criticizing and scrutinizing all the implicit assumptions underpinning the use of science in regulation. To this end, the insightful concepts of “peer-production of knowledge”\(^{(14)}\) and “proceduralization of law”\(^{(15)}\) may provide a solid and fertile ground for European experimental collaboration and learning in addressing nutrition-related health issues.

My argument (Section V) is that the use of behavioural sciences for better or “smarter”\(^{(16)}\) nutrition policy in Europe - today promoted as “Innovation Union”\(^{(17)}\) because of the relevance increasingly given to innovative ideas (such as nudge can be) - begs to be properly and democratically scrutinized as well as rethought in several aspects, if we want nudge-type techniques to be understood as “soft normative” guidance, and human agency not to be disregarded but empowered by nudging interventions.

2.- Behavioural sciences and nudge at a glance

In 1947 Herbert Simon, one of the founders of cognitive psychology and the analysis of decision making, published the volume Administrative Behaviour.\(^{(18)}\) In contrast to the classical economic theory presuming human agents as perfectly rational, informed of all the possible choices and having a stable system of preferences,\(^{(19)}\) Simon theorizes the principle of bounded rationality. The assumptions which this principle is based on refer to the idea that human rationality meets several limits (ethical, cultural, emotional), but, mostly, it is not able to predict the impact of each decision with certainty. The role of context in which these decisions are made becomes decisive, as well as the willingness to review choices in the light of the related consequences. The rationality of a choice therefore becomes part of a constant learning process.

Later, at the end of ‘70s, psychologists Tversky and Kahneman’s prospect theory\(^{(20)}\) identifies the core of behavioural sciences (including cognitive psychology and behavioural law and economics), in the three heuristic principles of representativeness, availability and anchoring. Following this line of research, actors tend to ignore base rates and to use similarities and stereotypes in predicting the future (representativeness heuristic); they estimate frequency or probability by the ease with which instances or associations could be brought to mind (availability heuristic); probabilistic assessments are biased by preexisting cognitive anchors working as “default” (anchoring). Briefly speaking, this mental shortcut leads individuals to be systematically biased in their prediction of the probable results of various events, so as to violate the predictions of rational choice theory in individual circumstances.\(^{(21)}\) Together with these developments, in the early 1960s behavioural knowledge started gaining momentum and rapidly increasing relevance also in legal disciplines. In the words of Walter Berns, one of the first scholars questioning the role of behavioural sciences in the field of law, the new discipline “promises, for example, more expert testimony, especially in those areas where courts have traditionally been required to rely on judicial notice; it promises a new understanding of the factors responsible for decisions; it promises computers designed to do the work of judges more effectively than the judges themselves; finally, it promises a method of solving the great and intractable problems in jurispru-

All these attempts to accommodate behavioural insights – such as availability heuristics and loss aversion – in the regulatory process, seem to pave the way to a diverse view of “the Regulatory State”, where the recognition about the limits of consumer rationality calls for more evidence-based approaches, aimed at introducing more handy, flexible and speedier regulatory instruments. Scholars coined the expression “behavioural governance” to label this new “mode of governing informed, designed or implemented by focusing on psychological as well as cognitive mechanisms of behaviour, in both individuals and collectives.”

Particularly, the behavioural-informed interventions known as “nudge” are advancing within the governance landscape. A formal definition of nudge, originally proposed by the economist Richard Thaler and the jurist Cass Sunstein, has recently been refined by the scholar Hansen as “a function of any attempt at influencing people’s judgment, choice or behaviour in a predictable way (1) that is made possible because of cognitive boundaries, biases, routines and habits in individual and social decision-making posing barriers for people to perform rationally in their own declared self-interests and which (2) works by making use of those boundaries, biases, routines, and habits as integral parts of such

---

(24) At http://www.eenews.net/assets/2015/09/16/document_cw_02.pdf “Helping workers to find better jobs, enabling Americans to lead longer, healthier lives, improving access to educational opportunities and support for success in school, and accelerating the transition to a low-carbon economy” are listed in the document as the main goals called to guide the Federal Government’s policies in America. In doing so, the US Behavioral Science Insights Policy Directive emerges as a tool to be used to improve regulation, as well as to identify and reduce regulatory burdens.
(29) “Any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives” (R. Thaler, C.R. Sunstein, Nudge. Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth and Happiness, cit., 6).
In conclusion, nudge-based strategies have been thought of as mechanisms of choice architecture – smart and low cost – through which to influence consumers’ judgments and decisions in order to promote definite behaviours, that are considered desirable by the regulator itself. The behavioural tools usually enucleated as the most used to achieve the defined goals are pigeonholed into three main categories, each of which might be the object of application in numerous fields: default rules, smart disclosure and simplification.

For a deep understanding of what they are and how they work, the next section will shift to the analysis of one realm in which this topic clearly emerges: the nutrition policy area. By sketching the regulatory and ethical concerns underpinning nudge-type interventions in this field, it will be looking at the main trajectories through which the relationship between behavioural sciences and nutrition actions is being revised and reshaped – albeit gradually - at the EU institutional level.

3.- How nudge is informing nutrition policy in Europe

Nutrition matters have been addressed since the ‘80s through specific actions by the then European Communities in the areas relating to cancer and alcohol abuse, and acquired significant relevance in the following decade with the World Declaration for Nutrition and Plan of Action on Nutrition adopted by FAO and WHO. However, only at the beginning of 2000s did a nutrition policy strategy gain ground at the institutional level in Europe (ex Article 129 of the Maastricht Treaty), through a series of multifaceted initiatives, defined and structured by numerous planning documents on the subject. Among them, the 2013

(*) “Any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives” (R. Thaler, C.R. Sunstein, Nudge. Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth and Happiness, cit., 6).


(*) Resolution of the Council and of the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, meeting within the Council, of 29 May 1986, on alcohol abuse (OJ C 184, 23.7.1986).


Vienna Declaration on Nutrition and Noncommunicable Diseases\(^{(37)}\) and the 2014 European Food and Nutrition Action Plan 2015–2020\(^{(38)}\) adopted by the WHO European Region have given emphasis to the need to adopt a whole-of-government, health-in-all-policies approach for the creation of healthy and sustainable food systems, in line with the European Health 2020 strategy. Currently in Europe, in fact, the ever bigger urgency to tackle the health and economic consequences related to noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) has been leading scientists and policy makers to adopt measures that might be as efficient as possible in changing consumer choices and behaviour: by working across government policy areas and at different levels of government; by using a range of heterogeneous instruments (including legislation, networking, public-private approaches); and by engaging the private sector and civil society. As a result, the European nutrition policy appears today to be a hybrid structure, where traditional regulatory tools (like bans, restrictions or taxation) are mixed and complemented with new and soft forms of regulation, namely non-legally binding legal instruments (such as declarations, action plans, communications, guidelines, etc.) aimed at improving food system governance and the overall quality of the European population’s diet and nutritional status, as well as reducing ill health due to poor nutrition, overweight and obesity.\(^{(39)}\)

In this broad and complex framework, behavioural sciences are meant as potential resources both to encourage healthier lifestyles and to address NCDs and their risk factors.\(^{(40)}\)

Indeed, as shown by scholars,\(^{(41)}\) the WHO has recognised the significant role that behavioural insights might play in articulating and achieving the policy goals pertaining to improving diets and reducing obesity, in the light of the importance of investing in prevention. In this sense, references to “enabling environments” that – by encouraging behaviour changes – strengthen progress towards national health goals and healthy lifestyle patterns emerged from the Global Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity and Health,\(^{(42)}\) the NCD Political Declaration\(^{(43)}\) and the 2013 NCD Action Plan.\(^{(44)}\)

Along this path, the UK government has promoted a “five a day” campaign\(^{(45)}\) aiming at encouraging citizens to eat at least five portions of fruit/vegetables each day. The two instruments combined in the pledge – capacity and organization - have been informed by behavioural insights. Usually, as anticipated before, the array of instruments currently used by governments to integrate cognitive psychology within the framework of nutrition policy, for the promotion of healthier lives, fail


\(^{(40)}\) With this respect, research has demonstrated that nudge holds promise as a public health strategy to combat obesity (A. Arno, S. Thomas, The efficacy of nudge theory strategies influencing adult dietary behaviour: a systematic review and meta-analysis, in BMC Public Health, 16:676, 2016.

\(^{(41)}\) A. Alemanno, What can EU Health Law Learn from Behavioural Sciences? The Case of EU Lifestyle Regulation, in A. Alemanno, A.-L. Sibony (eds), Nudge and The Law, cit., 248


\(^{(45)}\) See http://www.nhs.uk/livewell/5aday/pages/5adayhome.aspx.
into three categories. Default rules induce behaviour changes by working on the power of inertia and procrastination. In this regard, one study has shown that slight changes in the accessibility of foods in a cafeteria salad bar reduced intake by 8–16 percent. Further research suggested that changing unhealthy foods with healthier foods in the convenience line led to an increase of sales of healthy foods by 18 percent together with a decrease in sales of unhealthy foods by 28 percent, in a high school canteen.

A different behaviour-informed tool is represented by “smart” disclosure requirements, based on framing and salience and characterized by being useful, meaningful and adequate in a given environment, such as the lettering “90 percent fat-free” labelled on a food product compared to “10 percent fat.” Further examples are the requirements ex Articles 9 and 13 of Regulation 1169/2011 on the provision of nutrition information, prescribing a set of major information (i.e. the name, the net quantity and the nutritional content of the food) in the principal field of vision to allow consumers to instantly identify a specific product.

Exploiting emotional responses is the third behaviourally savvy category to ease people’s food choices. Graphic warnings on unhealthy products are emblematic of these nudging practices. Though their application has been studied in relation to alcohol and cigarette packages in several countries, studies on their use in the food sector are progressively increasing.

Going beyond this scheme cataloguing nudge techniques, additional initiatives meant to promote healthy eating encompass: “salt calculator” programs allowing consumers to reduce the amount of salt in their everyday menu, by comparing the salt content of different foods; simplified schemes to nudge children to eat more fruit and vegetables; “green keyhole” labels which make it easier to choose healthier foods. Other proposals to encourage behaviour changes have been made, for instance, by the UK Nudge Unit, spanning from visual prompts in supermarkets constituted by a line of yellow tape together with a sign placed across a shopping trolley, to voluntary agreements with the food industry to commit to out-of-home food labelling; from Didget devices making blood-sugar testing fun and rewarding for children, to food hygiene rating schemes aimed at empowering customers to make more informed decisions when it comes to hygiene standards of food premises.

However, in spite of these behavioural change interventions and their promises of enabling individuals to make better food choices while formally preserv- ing their autonomy, efforts to build a solid approach able to embed them within a well-structured nutrition policy framework are still scarce to date. Yet in a report of 2011, the Science and Technology Select Committee of the House of Lords, by assessing the evidence-base for the effectiveness of nudges, affirmed that “although much was understood about human behaviour from basic research, there was relatively little evidence about how this understanding could be applied in practice to change the behaviour of populations.” In this regard, the upper House of the UK Parliament suggested the adoption of mechanisms of sharing knowledge across governments, as well as guidance both on how to use evidence effectively to design, commission and evaluate interventions, and on the need to involve experts in the design and evaluation process.

(****) http://www.toitumine.ee/kampaania/sool/.
(*****) http://www.croatianweek.com/free-fruit-vegetables-forkids-at-over-800-schools-next-year/.
Likewise, by reflecting on the Government approach to changing behavior, the Report confirmed the view that “usually the most effective means of changing behaviour at a population level is to use a range of policy tools, both regulatory and non-regulatory.”

This perspective poses at stake the interaction among EU-level nudging, behavioural research and policy initiatives and, by highlighting the controversial character of any public intervention in changing people’s behavior, states the need to always explain the evidence-base, necessity and proportionality of any proposed behaviour change intervention.

4.- Nudge strategies at stake

Surely, the aims linked to the framework depicted by nudge practices in the nutrition field appear noteworthy and commendable for several reasons: health protection and citizens’ well-being above all. Scholarly work, though, has highlighted that the core of nudging approach, i.e. reflecting “real” consumers’ preferences and needs, simultaneously represents its essence and weakness, being based on a rationality paradox. That is “it assumes bounded rationality, but offers a comprehensive vision of rationality to address problems caused by bounded rationality.”

This is due to the rationality assumptions underpinning it, regarding the possibility of expert judgment, of predicting the effect of architecture choices and of individuals’ willingness to choose on the basis of better provided information. Nudge, therefore, would represent “the latest incarnation of rational policy tools to overcome perceived inferior outcomes due to bounded rationality.”

Certainly, in the wake of such promises follow reasons of efficiency and maximization of economic rationality, the will to encourage and reward behaviours saving time and money, as well as the need to meet requests and needs coming from marketing strategies. Still these same promises shed light on the ambiguous sides of nudging strategies and, widely, on the use of behavioural sciences in policy-making processes.

Having said that nudge does not embrace all behavioural insights, and that it has many definitions proposed so far, most debates on the matter – and, for our interest, on embedding behavioural sciences within the realm of eating and healthy lifestyles - are currently focusing on three main dilemmas: the psychological mechanisms working behind nudge, the representational and ethical issues surrounding it, and the legal aspects pertaining to it. In the following discussion, these unclear and controversial concerns will be scrutinized by framing them within the two bedrocks that have informed the flourishing of the so-called Innovation Union, i.e. the reform of EU governance and EU citizens’ empowerment.

(**) Ibidem, 35.


(*) Ibidem, 262.


(**) See P.G. Hansen, A.M. Jespersen, Nudge and the Manipulation of Choice. A Framework for the Responsible Use of the Nudge Approach to Behaviour Change in Public Policy, in European Journal of Risk Regulation, 1, 2013, 3-28. The authors define “transparent nudge as a nudge provided in such a way that the intention behind it, as well as the means by which behavioural change is pursued, could reasonably be expected to be transparent to the agent being nudged as a result of the intervention” (p. 17). By contrast, a non-transparent nudge is “a nudge working in a way that the agent in the situation cannot reconstruct the intention or the means by which behavioural change is pursued” (p. 18). In the light of this distinction, the two authors provide a conceptual framework for describing the character of four broad types of nudges, as a basis for policy recommendations. See, also, L. Floridi, Tolerant Paternalism: Pro-ethical Design as a Resolution of the Dilemma of Toleration, in Science and Engineering Ethics, 2015, who distinguishes between structural and informational nudging. “Structural nudging is ontological, for it changes the nature of the actual courses of actions available to an agent. Modifying the order in which food is presented in a school cafeteria is a textbook case of a structural nudge. […] Informational nudging is epistemological, for it changes the nature of information to which an agent is exposed in order to obtain a goal. Labelling the more or less healthy properties of food with clear colours is an informational nudge.”
4.1. Nudging for better regulation

Since 2001, the use of the term governance has become an indicator of a broad process of revision and deconstruction of the law, based on the principles of accountability and proportionality, so as to “speed-up and simplify” the legal processes with the goal of coordinating innovative processes in the society and the market.60

Actually, however, the search for new modes of governance led to rhetoric “regulatory discourses”61 echoing openness and transparency in the exercise of public power, sometimes shifting to a different regulatory language – ethical, for instance.62

Implementation of this strategy started in 2002 with the Action Plan on Simplifying and improving the regulatory environment,63 through which self-regulation, co-regulation, networking, benchmarking and soft-law have incisively gained traction for simplified and improved regulation.64 The Action Plan represented the starting point for the launch of two measures aiming at improving the quality of legislation: the establishment of minimum standards of consultation and the definition of a consolidated impact assessment method. With the following 2003 Interinstitutional Agreement on better law-making,65 the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission tried to limit legislative activity, by setting out a general legal framework – providing rules of both substantive and procedural nature – for the use of co-regulation and self-regulation. The next EC Communication on Better Regulation Agenda66 endorsed the Commission’s commitment to work more transparently and accountably in order to consistently change the EU institutions’ work.

By pursuing this strategy, the EU institutions brought to light, in 2016, a new Interinstitutional Agreement on better law-making,67 with the goal of delivering high-quality Union legislation, by both reducing the regulatory burden and promoting simplicity, clarity and consistency in the drafting of Union legislation. In this respect, impact assessment, public and stakeholder consultation and feedback, ex-post evaluation of existing legislation - together with legislative instruments and delegated and implementing act - are catalogued as major tools to achieve the desired objectives of transparency and simplification of the legislative process.

The few behaviourally-based nutrition actions endorsed so far in Europe surely fit within this framework, being meant both as response to the growing interest towards behavioural studies, and as part of a pregnant attention by regulators in policy design’s and implementation’s innovative mechanisms. Moreover, and especially, nudge mechanisms mirror the idea at the heart of the “reform” of EU governance, that is using the principles of better regulation68 (respect for subsidiarity and proportionality, coherence and transparency, inter alia) as tools to “provide a basis for timely and sound policy decisions” that will be “evidence-based, well designed and deliver tangible and sustainable benefits for citizens, business and society as a whole.”69

(64) Reflections on the meaning of this strategy can be found in L. Senden, Soft Law and Its Implications for Institutional Balance in the EC, in Utrecht Law Review, 2005, 79-99.
However, any attempt to integrate behavioural science-based knowledge within the process for a simpler, more effective and better understood regulatory framework, turn out to be problematic in achieving the legitimate ends – even in the nutrition sphere. Research has shown, for instance, that: altering plate sizes had no significant effect on energy intake at meals;\(^{(70)}\) menu-labelling regulation does not affect the number of calories ordered;\(^{(71)}\) the mere presence of the healthy food option vicariously fulfils nutrition-related goals and provides consumers with a license to indulge.\(^{(72)}\)

Other studies have demonstrated that promoting the consumption of healthy foods might end up facilitating calorie overconsumption, since people erroneously believe that eating healthy foods in addition to unhealthy ones can decrease a meal’s calorie count.\(^{(73)}\)

All these findings suggest evidence of little or no effect to support the effectiveness of nudging as means to improve population health.\(^{(74)}\) Several reasons deal with this concern.

First, since the majority of behavioural sciences are based on lab experiments, and given that cognitive based regulatory interventions often are poorly grounded,\(^{(75)}\) the equivalence between decisions made by experimental subjects and real life agents cannot be taken for granted.\(^{(76)}\)

Accordingly, correlated to the internal and external validity of behavioural findings is the lack of knowledge about emotionally-sensitive biases pertaining to the EU’s several and different cultures. Secondly, many concerns derive from the difficulty arising in translating empirical knowledge into policy interventions.\(^{(77)}\) Third, drawing on behavioural insights in exercising public power is not always likely to grant the same degree of legitimization and democratic warrants, and can often be more politically-embedded.\(^{(78)}\)

All these reflections led to a big debate among scholars about what the best solution to tackle nutrition-related issues may be. Some have criticized behavioural law and the economics approach, since it overlooks substantial empirical evidence that people are not equally irrational and that situational variables exert an important influence on the rationality of behaviour.\(^{(79)}\)

Others have demonstrated that government intervention is often ineffective in remedying individual failures, by arguing that “the growing use of paternalism to justify government intervention in individual food and lifestyle choices is often misguided and that policies are too easily justified on the assumption that government officials are better informed than the individuals they seek to guide.”\(^{(80)}\) Other critics have stressed that “substituting government for personal responsibility rarely works out as planned.”\(^{(81)}\)


\(^{(8)}\) See Y. Feldman, O. Lobel, Behavioural trade-Offs: Beyond the Land of Nudges Spans the World of Law and Psychology, in A. Alemanno, A-L. Sibony (eds), Nudge and The Law, cit., 301-324.


Counter to these opinions, a vast majority\(^{(82)}\) remains with the idea that, by critically looking at the behavioural sciences' assumptions,\(^{(83)}\) the coexistence of a range of regulatory/policy measures could offer better solution to cope with nutrition-related matters, while representing, at the same time, a valid tool to overcome the persistent gap between policy knowledge at the global level and policy implementation at country level.\(^{(84)}\) Scholarly analysis\(^{(85)}\) suggested that a problem as complex as that pertaining to nutrition issue requires an “all-of-society” approach encompassing all key actors (e.g. national governments, the international community, industry, philanthropic groups and civil society), as well as a range of initiatives falling outside the health portfolio. Whether, on the one hand, this perspective offers an interesting point of view for the subject we are discussing, two orders of problems, on the other hand, clearly arise. The first one is neatly related to the relationship between nudge and law. Since nudging does not always call for regulation,\(^{(86)}\) its sui generis and anomalous legal nature, its non-binding character, as well as the shaping of the environment it provokes, appear far away from respecting the principle of legality, thus obstructing any possible application of the accountability mechanism of judicial review.\(^{(87)}\)

The second one emphasizes how nudge measures have been built on the economic concept of “the consumer,” so as to exclude the values embodied within the idea of citizenship. Therefore an intricate question arises: how far is the behaviourally-based agreed vision of values and choices from incorporating governance dimension? Yet controlling citizens’ behaviour and directly shaping the social environment through strategies where scientific, ethical and policy statements combine with each other, is evidence of a move away from democratic decision-making. To what extent can nudge interventions acquire a useful role in embracing a more democratic vision of both law-making and citizenship?

5.- Behaviourally informed actions for European citizens?

So far, for citizens the trusted voice of science coincided with its essentially undisputed authority. Only later did the extensive research devoted to public understanding of science reveal that the increasing resistance of citizens to trusting experts and to relying on their choices cannot be simply labeled as irrational. The suspicious behaviour of citizenry towards techno-science has been proven to be inextricably related to multiple, reasonable and practical considerations (limited access to pluralist information sources, opacity of the selection and decision criteria of experts and possible conflicts of interest).\(^{(88)}\) With reference to nudge, recent survey studies find positive attitudes towards its application


\(^{(83)}\) C. Bonell, M. McKee, A. Fletcher, A. Haines, P. Wilkinson, *Nudge Smudge: UK Government Misrepresents Nudge*, in The Lancet, 377, 9784, 2011, 2158-2159 (“We argue that the government has misrepresented nudging as being in opposition to their use of regulation and legislation to promote health…”).


\(^{(86)}\) See A-L. Sibony, A. Alemanno, *The Emergence of Behavioural Policy-Making: A European Perspective*, in A. Alemanno, A-L. Sibony (eds), *Nudge and The Law*, cit., 10-11, who distinguish two sets of circumstances in which nudging needs the law, i.e. when private entities nudge their employees, consumers or potential donors into desired behavior, and in the relation between public entities and citizens.


to the domain of eating and health behaviour, through a great deal remains to be learned about people’s views on nudging practices and on their assessment. Latest nationally representative surveys conducted in six European nations suggested “strong majority support for nudges of the sort that have been adopted, or under serious consideration, in democratic nations. If respondents believe that a nudge has legitimate goals, and that it fits with the interests and values of most people, they are likely to favor it.”

As persuasive as these surveys appear, they lie on the implicit acceptance of a choice structure not subject to public scrutiny and debate. This aspect, however, should not be taken for granted.

As opponents of nudging consider its “inherently technocratic” nature as an insuperable barrier to the construction of a more responsible and active citizenry, so the fixed “better outcomes” underpinning an empirically-driven approach to law can be perceived as obstacles for citizens to a steady learning process, as well as to the assumption of responsibility for the management of their actions. Counter to these opinions, some argue that nudge-style tools do not pose ethical issues “if they are fully transparent and effective, if their rationale is not hidden, and if they do not limit freedom of choice.”

Counter-objections flag other factors entering into permissibility of nudge, i.e. a “fragmented self” nudge might create between one’s own agency and one’s overall preferences; the long-term infantilisation effects (making individuals incapable of autonomous changes in their agency) and the hindrance of moral development; a limited control over nudge that impedes unmasking the manipulation.

In regard to this debate, the philosopher Floridi refers to the tension emerging between paternalistically benevolent policies and autonomy as the “dilemma of toleration.” By arguing that almost all of forms of paternalism, including structural nudging, cannot resolve the dilemma, Floridi indicates one form of choice architecture, labelled “pro-ethical design,” as able to influence choices, while still being fully respectful of freedom. Instead of shaping the actual options available to an agent, and relying on human inertia and biases as the pragmatic motivation for action – as structural nudging tends to do – the pro-ethical design’s approach shapes only the information about the actual options available, and hence forces agents to “empower themselves” through their informational choices. Advantages of Floridi’s theory are correlated to the possibility of educating agents to make their own critical choices and assume explicit responsibilities, and of fostering autonomy, so as to safeguard toleration and respect for individual preferences, as well as to nurture the development of a more critical understanding of one’s own choices.

What perhaps seems to be lacking is citizen engagement in the decision making process. Nudge measures “forget” to involve citizens in defining the better outcomes and values worthy to pursue, so as to leave the voice of civil society in the margin. Accordingly, the top-down vision - though soft paternalistic – nudge promotes seems running counter to much of what comprises human agency. The expression alludes to the capacity for human beings to act as subjects instead of deterministic mechanisms. In this sense, a full concept of humanness arises, calling for the urge to let human agents behave intentionally and responsibly. Still psychologically and behaviourally informed streams of


(91) A. Burgess, ‘Nudging’ Healthy Lifestyles: The UK Experiments with the Behavioural Alternative to Regulation and the Market, in European Journal of Risk Regulation, 1, 2012, 3-16.


(94) L. Floridi, Tolerant Paternalism: Pro-ethical Design as a Resolution of the Dilemma of Toleration, cit.

research could appear unobtrusive tools to by-pass citizens’ private sphere of autonomy, drawing upon the human tendency to act unthinkingly due to reliance on cognitive heuristics in decision-making processes. As the legal scholar Yeung has persuasively argued, “the administration of design-based techniques involving the treatment of other individuals as objects or things, rather than as moral agents capable of rational reflection and deliberation, is objectionable; it fails to demonstrate respect for persons.”

Obviously, these considerations are not meant to negatively evaluate at all the use of prompted choice - even that regarding the nutrition field. Let us consider a community where the population level obesity represents a serious problem, so that improved diets can help in tackling it. In this case, certainly the health-promoting layout of the cafeteria leading an individual to prefer the salad rather than lasagne would be a justified form of nudging, since it would take benefits to the community itself. However, some nudge actions, by entailing a subtle form of manipulation, appear far away from achieving consumer education and upstream public involvement - as prescribed, for instance, by the European Charter on counteracting obesity.

Whether achieving these ends has been a bone of contention for many years, some valid solutions may be offered - from an epistemic standpoint - by the new civic practices today promoted as “peer-production of knowledge.” They consist in innovative and more democratic modalities of social production emerging in the digitally networked environment, where citizens and scientists - through knowledge and technology - can join together with the possibility of exhibiting and experiencing virtuous behaviour. Scholars have identified the central characteristics of these common-based systems of production in the concept of decentralization (as authority to act resides with individual agents) and in social nature linked to participating agents’ motivations. Thus conceived, the phenomenon is increasingly growing within digital communities as a socio-technical-economic set of morally attractive practices through which to foster significant social and political virtues.

To this end, a suggestion for its application to the nutrition sector might notably come from what has been termed as “Personalised Mobile Participation Paradigm,” namely the civic use of ICT technology to improve the understanding and assessment of health, so as to protect it and foster healthier lifestyles.

Given the volume of Public Sector Information (PSI), this policy shift refers to a crowd sourced approach in data procurement aimed at supporting evidence-based investment in public health. Instrumented crowds within co-produced choice structures enabling participation can be a valuable source of high yield health data, for instance to give faster feedback on the impact of consumer diet and lifestyle choices and behaviour. In so doing, providing open access to data to share them gives crowds an active role in solving problems affecting their lives.

“In this way, collaborations between governments, industry and private citizens may benefit from a level of trust needed to continuously co-produce


(‡) See S. Conly, When Freedom of Choice Doesn’t Matter, in The Tocqueville Review, 37, 1, 2016, 39-58, who argues that “we need to have areas where we exercise choice, but we do not need to exercise choice in all areas. Being subject to constraints, and losing, in some quantifiable sense, more choices, can result in the possibility of choices that are more meaningful for ourselves and for those around us.”
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effective nudging strategies.” Yet the dissemination of knowledge valued and promoted by these new forms of peer-production of knowledge is no longer isolated in one social component – the scientific community - but ascribed to many different actors, and no longer uniquely conceived of as the only form of knowledge, but disaggregated and re-aggregated in several epistemic cultures differently relevant. By recognizing credibility and accountability to all important actors in their mutual relations, this new paradigm blends the two instances of integration between different forms of knowledge and of redistribution of decisional power. Arguably, recognized institutional status and mechanisms have to be put in place in order for both to effectively use this source of knowledge and to legitimize technical means used to acquire it. Moreover, it is also true that implementing and embedding these arguments within behavioural-inspired initiatives will require a radical shift for nudge, in the view of a more democratically-shared vision, focused to balance legal and ethical issues as well as to nurture human agency.

In this respect, far beyond the concept of agency as defined by informed consent, the implications of peer-production of knowledge offer the opportunity for a radical dialogue - cognitive and regulatory - in the management of decision making. Rather than going from the institutional level towards society, as nudge proceeds, the production of knowledge should flow in the opposite direction: from society towards public authorities. To this end, from a regulatory stance, the law may certainly play a significant role in the reframing of substantive and procedural rights, amenable to a process of governance more suitable to contemporary challenges. In particular, the thesis evoking the procedural paradigm of the law appears pertinent with the argumentation made above.

“What can be understood as proceduralization of law is the transformation of a social context of legal freedom (linked with rule-exception or interest-balancing decision-making patterns) in a system of justifications of ever-new social contexts of ideas and interests.” This new process does not have to be understood in a formalistic way, but as a concrete, contextualized and thoughtful process of co-production of knowledge, where reflection on the principles and criteria of the evaluation of norms, as well as the conditions of involving various actors or limiting their access to the procedures of decision making, acquire concrete significance. Since the means for citizens to perform their own watching activities towards the production of socially useful and empowering knowledge depend on the ability to assure principles of transparency, accessibility and participation in those same means, it is hoped a learning process that allows any form of knowledge to be punctually scrutinized, compared and merged. This procedural perspective shies away from achieving a permanent truth. Rather, it is meant to build an institutional space for discussion, in which scientific knowledge can find forms of social stabilization mainly critically and democratically discussed.

Embracing this “procedural regulatory approach” within policy and law-making will require, of course, new and innovative normative and educational measures, bound to build collective transdisciplinary knowledge of the relationships between science and normativity. But, in contrast with nudges initiatives, it would allow discussion and control of all the legal choices implicitly black-boxed and hidden in upstream defined programs, so as to guarantee openness and transparency, while, at the same time, empowering citizens through the production of socially robust knowledge. In this context, the proceduralization of law gives word to those who are not represented – for several reasons - within society. It is a perspective that might combine the
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individual dimension with the collective one, the protection of each subject with more general interests, everyone’s own knowledge with the power that the participatory act returns to each individual.

6.- Conclusive thoughts

The unprecedented social scenario portrayed by empirically grounded, designed-based strategies in the nutrition sphere - as in other domains that cannot be examined here - is redefining choice structures at an institutional level. However, the renewal idea surrounding the exercise of power within European governance seems to be going in a different direction. Yet, the potential emerging from the renewal and democratic character of the new governance in Europe – as well as the transformations law is undergoing to respond both to the cognitive and regulatory challenges of governance itself - push towards a change in perspective, whereby citizens are entitled to play a wider role, in the view of their possible and desirable participation in the production, control and validation of scientific knowledge. The approach proposed here thus consists in looking at the choices to made - as regards the nutrition-related domain - as matter of individual agency and, at least prospectively, as matter of “rights” for citizens, invested of an active role in using, experiencing, and controlling their options, powers and data. The overall reiterated process of actively framing and tailoring individual choices - without implicit assumptions and pre-defined values - not only triggers a more aware and responsible agency but, as a form of collaboration with citizens, may generate trust and renewed trustworthy relations with institutional bodies.

In its 2007 White Paper *Together for Health*, the EU Commission defined citizens’ empowerment as a core value in EU healthcare systems, worth pursuing by taking citizens’ and patients’ rights as a key starting point within the Community health policy. Since the procedural approach proposed here considers choice structures as a place for citizens’ moral and legal entitlements, with the aim of building a socially robust knowledge, surely it takes a significant step in this direction. We thus suggest the need not to avoid, but to re-think and re-shape behaviourally-based actions with elements drawing the conceptual horizon of democratic and participatory governance. Building new “experimental and procedural forms of normativity” would encompass the need for citizens to participate in the determination of choices; citizenship’s rights to contribute to the identification of institutional objectives; citizens’ empowerment, by making them capable of operations and management decisions in the framework of European policies; the recognition of citizens’ participatory rights as an integral part of any democratic society, and as a way to revitalize democracy. This “civic shift” of nudge/behavioural insights is hoped to lead – in a long-term perspective - the overall ethical and legal vision of the EU nutrition policy agenda, so as to perfectly fit within the integrated and strategic approach set out by the Innovation Union, “whereby innovation is the overarching policy objective” and “where all policy instruments, measures and funding are designed to contribute to innovation.”

**ABSTRACT**

This contribution deals with the empirically-grounded, designed-based strategies known as “nudge” in their application to the nutrition field. Though relevant and valuable for several aspects, the European turn to regulation-by-nudging faces some regulatory (how behavioural-based modes of action operate) and epistemological (how behavioural-inspired tools were designed) tensions in coping with individual autonomy and human dignity (in the sense of self-respect). To face these issues, the insightful concepts of “peer-production of knowledge” and “proceduralization of law” may provide a solid and fertile basis for European experimental collaboration and learning in addressing nutrition-related health issues.
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